You: A “Chief Everything Officer”?

Entertain in Red Carpet Style
Tips For Glamorous Entertaining With Ease
(NAPSA)—Entertaining at
home, while fun for many, can
sometimes be overwhelming when
trying to appeal to everyone’s style
and taste. However, planning a
glamorous dinner party is easier
than you might think. Lifestyle
expert and author Karen Robinovitz gives the following tips to
help you create a flawless evening
for both host and guests alike.
Have a Theme
From choosing the menu to
planning décor and selecting a
dress code, giving your party a
theme ensures a common thread
and comfort level for your guests.
It gives them something to get
excited about prior to the event
and stimulates conversation during the party. Also, choosing a
unique and creative dress code or
simply asking guests to wear their
black-tie best ensures that a
glamorous evening will ensue.
Keep it Simple
There is no need to have an
elaborate sit-down dinner to
achieve elegance at your event.
Instead, serve your meal buffet
style. A buffet is an excellent way
to showcase creatively plated
dishes that are not only visually
appealing but also make for easy
serving. Try using interesting
serving pieces as a way to add
character to the presentation.
Indulgence Is Everything
The anticipation is high as
everyone wonders what will be
served for dessert. For the most
important part of the evening,
cookies are a classic treat and can
be presented alone or as a complement to other desserts. Pepperidge Farm offers a variety of
delicious and indulgent cookies—
from Milano to Pirouette to Chess-

(NAPSA)—In “Find It, Fix It,
Flip It!” (Plume, $15.00), author
Michael Corbett offers insight and
tips on how to crunch the numbers
to determine a house’s profit potential. To learn more, visit
www.michaelcorbett.com. The book
is available where books are sold.

Cookies are a classic treat,
whether they are presented alone
or with other desserts. Arrange
them on a distinctive serving
piece.
men, there’s a cookie for everyone.
For added elegance, serve Mini
Milano and Mini Chessmen and
call them “petit fours,” or arrange
cookies on a decorative platter for
a beautiful presentation.
Create the Perfect Ambience
Delicious food is truly only one
component of a successful party. A
good hostess knows that gatherings
should be multisensory. Background music and ambient lighting
are critical when trying to create
an inviting setting in which guests
can relax. Musical selections dictate the tone of the event while dim
lights and candles provide warmth
and sophistication to any room. For
added glamor, try displaying candles in unique ways, such as
arranging pillars of varying heights
or floating votives in water.
The most important thing to
remember during your dinner
party is to enjoy yourself! Your
guests undoubtedly care more
about your company than whether
every detail goes according to plan.
Even if your new recipe isn’t the
success you’d hoped for, smile and
relish in the memories you’re making with friends and loved ones.

***
A provocative new book called
“The Garden of Eden: What Really
Happened?” (Index Publishing,
$14.95) looks at what author and
scholar Marc Mourier describes as
the hidden secrets of the Bible.
Mourier says that more than 4,000
years of translations have changed
the original meaning of the Bible.
For more information, visit
www.creationsecret.com or call toll
free (888) 800-6040.

***
The love of learning, the
sequestered nooks, and all the
sweet serenity of books.
—Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
***

Women Spring Into Home Improvement Projects
(NAPSA)—Warm-weather season is an ideal time to learn how
to use power tools and start
much-needed home improvement
projects. It is becoming more common to hear that women are finishing DIY projects without calling a professional or waiting for
their husbands.
While DIY projects are not
new, the amount of time women
spend doing them is. With the
onset of do-it-yourself television
shows and magazines, more and
more women feel confident in
their abilities to handle home
improvement projects themselves.
In fact, many home improvement
centers report a greater percentage of women purchasing power
tools and supplies. And recent
research shows that the two most
popular power tool purchases by
women are cordless drills and
sanders.
Generally speaking, women
enjoy taking on DIY projects to
enhance their current surroundings or prepare it for new uses.
User-friendly tools and supplies,
as well as knowledgeable resources dedicated to home improvement projects, can easily be
found today. As a result, women
find they are willing to take on
DIY projects themselves.
Not only are home improvement projects empowering, but
oftentimes they are also necessary. As Heidi Baker and Eden
Jarrin, the “Janes” of Be Jane,
Inc., point out, they both took on
projects in their own homes
because they did not have the

Do-it-yourself television shows
and magazines are making
women increasingly confident.
money to hire someone to do it for
them.
Increasingly, women are looking for more knowledge on power
tools and DIY projects. For those
who are not familiar with how
power tools work, Skil Power
Tools product manager Christelle
Imhof suggests starting “with
smaller, easier-to-handle tools and
then work your way up. For
instance, when looking for a cordless drill, start out with a 12V;
once you’re use to it, graduate to a
more powerful tool.”
Mother’s Day can be an ideal
time to give a loved one a power
tool that will not only increase her
confidence, but also help her
build those backyard planters
she’s wanted for years. Plenty of
Web sites provide step-by-step
instructions to get started. Visit
www.skil.com or www.bejane.com
for tool tips, project ideas and DIY
advice.

***
Read not to contradict and
confute—nor to find talk and
discourse, but to weigh and
consider.
—Sir Francis Bacon
***

***
Nothing is worth doing unless
the consequences may be
serious.
—George Bernard Shaw
***

***
Rest satisfied with doing well,
and leave others to talk of you
as they please.
—Pythagoras
***

***
The weather-cock on the church
spire, though made of iron,
would soon be broken by the
storm-wind if it ... did not understand the noble art of turning
to every wind.
—Heinrich Heine
***
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(NAPSA)—A new kind of CEO
is sweeping the nation, but
they’re not high-powered business
executives. The new CEOs are
talented and efficient women and
men who have the extraordinary
ability to balance work, career,
children and much more, yet still
have time for themselves.
AOL.com has dubbed them “Chief
Everything Officers” and, with
partner Dove, has created a new
Web site that honors these dedicated individuals. And as we all
struggle to juggle it all and find
extra time in our day, the site also
offers tips and information from
leading experts, articles from
Real Simple and All You as well
as advice from the online community—to help transform regular
people into CEOs.
Here are some tips from the
new site, www.aol.com/ceo, which
shares the secrets to living a CEO
lifestyle:
Power It Up
The Internet is a great way to
save money and precious time.
Whether buying a gift through
shopping sites such as AOL Shopping, consolidating your bills on
finance sites such as AOL Bill
Pay or signing up for online
reminders so you never forget a
birthday, the Internet is an essential way to maximize your time
while helping you stay organized.
Clear the Clutter
Feng shui experts would agree
that clutter in the house can produce clutter of the mind. Why not
take a time-out and clean your
closet as a way to bring more clarity to your life? Who knows, you
might discover old treasures

More and more families are using
the Web as an effective tool in
running their lives efficiently.
tucked away or items that could
be used by a local charity.
Relax. Schedule Alone Time.
The best way to stay focused is
to make sure you take a time-out
for yourself, and the bathroom
just might become your new sanctuary. Dove, the global beauty
brand, recommends enjoying an
evening shower, which is a great
way for busy women to pamper
themselves and ease into a restful
night’s sleep.
Reuse, Repurpose, Refresh
Some of the best timesaving
and budget-conscious tricks can
help you become a better family
manager. Some ideas include
using old newspapers to clean
your windows (which works wonders), taking old coffee grinds and
using them in your garden as
compost or checking out cooking
sites like AOL Food to discover
ways to make one meal that can
be altered into several different
ones throughout the week.
For more ideas and tips, visit
www.aol.com/ceo so you too can
live like a CEO.

Securing Your Wireless Computer
(NAPSA)—Wireless Internet
connections aren’t just convenient
for you—they also may be convenient for hackers. Fortunately, it
isn’t difficult to protect yourself.
Wireless systems can be particularly vulnerable to digital intruders, possibly putting sensitive or
private data at risk.
However, you can
protect yourself by
using WEP or WPA
encryption, which
require users to
enter a password
before they are
allowed to access
your wireless network.
These encryption methods
are described in easy-to-understand language in a new book
called “Geeks On Call Wireless
Networking: 5-Minute Fixes”
(Wiley, $14.95). The book also offers
expert advice and step-by-step
explanations of topics ranging from
configuring a wireless router to
troubleshooting a slow connection.
Here are some additional tips
from the book that can help you
protect your wireless network.
• Reduce the range of your network. Doing so can keep nosy
neighbors from intruding on your
connection. Move your wireless
router into the center of your
home and decrease its power settings.
• Pick a new password. Most
routers have a default password of
“admin.” Be sure to change it.
• Disable SSID broadcasting.
Most wireless routers broadcast
the names of user networks
(SSIDs) so that other users can log
on. This could be a security risk.
• Use encryption to protect

No Strings Attached—It’s important to secure your computer
when working wirelessly.
credit card information you send
wirelessly over the Web. Also, only
use your card on a Web site that
has SSL encryption (look for a
padlock in the corner of the site).
• Disable your wireless card
when not in use. There’s no better
way to secure your computer.
• Use a firewall, which is a
program that shields your computer from Internet criminals.
• Don’t use shared files.
Remove all important documents
from your Shared Files folder
before accessing a public network.
• If you use a wireless laptop,
disable the feature that attempts
to connect your laptop to any
available wireless network. For
most Windows-based laptops,
double-click the wireless icon in
the lower right corner of Windows. Then click “Properties.”
Click the “Wireless Network” tab.
Next, click the “Advanced” button.
Uncheck the “Automatically Connect to Non-Preferred Networks”
option. Finally, click “Close.”
For more information, visit
www.geeksoncall.com.

